Teacher Responsibilities
Wake Up/Snack Children should be up by 6:30 am in order to have a light snack before
morning chores. Morning snack should be consumed at the team tables. Our goal is to be
dismissing teams by 7:05.
Recreation Time Children will have Recreation Time after lunch clean up until 1:50; and
directly following afternoon chores until 5:30.
Meals
Phone Calls
Phone calls between a child(ren) and home are highly discouraged. This helps reduce
homesickness with other children. However, your best discretion is recommended. Please be
discrete if a phone call must placed. Parents are welcome to call the farm office, 802-4841236, to leave a message which will be relayed to their child.
Prescription Medicine
Teachers or school appointed chaperones are responsible for administering prescription
medicine, and documenting as needed. PLEASE be sure that ALL prescription medication
come in original packaging, and in sufficient quantities to last the duration of the stay. This
includes asthma inhalers and nebulizers if indicated.
We have a medicine cabinet which contains basic over the counter products such as Advil,
Benadryl, Band Aids...

“Store” Sales
Cheese and maple syrup products should be ordered by Wednesday morning by using the
order sheet to be provided. Other “store items” such as T-shirts and hats may be added before
departure. Items range from $1-$20.
Students will be helping us with meal clean up. Teachers will also be assigned a meal to be
apart of the Table-Helper groups. (The ‘Breakfast Club”, “Lunch Bunch”, and “Dinner
Winners” groups also make up our farm activity teams during the day).
Evening Showers
Evening showers are the routine. Limiting children to 5 minute showers ensures all have hot
water for their nightly clean up.
Arrival/Departure We encourage a Monday arrival between 12-1PM, and departure
between 10-11AM on Friday. Pease be sure the bus driver uses our directions. GPS puts a
large bus on small, dirt roads increasing the chances of getting stuck.
Room Assignments and Chore Teams
Teachers are asked to have the children assigned to bed rooms and chore teams prior to
arriving. This will allow for a more efficient use of time on Monday afternoon. We have six
bedrooms, sleeping 4 occupants, designated for children. We ask that the entire group is split
into three Chore Teams, as equally as possible.
Snacks and Electronics
Upon arrival, we will be collecting ALL snacks and electronics, including phones. Please be
sure that students and parents/ guardians are aware of this policy. All electronics and nonperishable food items will be returned by departure on Friday.

